We construct new exact BPS solitons in various noncommutative gauge theories by the "gauge" transformation of known BPS solitons. This "gauge" transformation introduced by Harvey et al. adds the known soliton to localized solitons. These solitons include, for example, the bound state of the noncommutative Abelian monopole and the N fluxons at threshold. This corresponds, in superstring theories, to a D-string which attaches to a D3-brane and N D-strings which pierce the D3-brane, where all D-strings are parallel each other. 
Introduction
In the past few years, there has been much development in our understanding of various properties of noncommutative field theories. In particular, it has been shown that some noncommutative gauge theories can be embedded in string theories [1] - [3] . This fact means that there exist consistent noncommutative field theories even in quantum mechanically and it is useful for the understanding of the string theories to study the noncommutative field theories.
For supersymmetric case, BPS solitons are important object to investigate nonperturbative properties of noncommutative field theories as in string theories. Among them, the instanton [4] - [14] and monopole [15] - [27] in noncommutative gauge theories have been studied intensively. In string theory, the instanton and the monopole correspond to D(p-4)-brane in Dp-brane and D(p-2)-brane attached to Dp-brane, respectively.
On the other hand, some exact non-BPS solitons have been found in noncommutative field theories and they play an important role to study the condensation of the tachyon in non-BPS branes [28] - [50] . In particular, it was shown that a transformation of a solution of the equation of motion becomes a new solution and using this solution generating technique the exact soliton was found in the effective open string field theory [49] . This transformation is an almost gauge transformation and is generated by a non-unitary operator S, which satisfies S † S = 1 and SS † = 1 − P where P is a projection operator.
However, we note that the BPS equation is not always satisfied by the solution constructed from the BPS soliton by this transformation. This is because the BPS eqution has a constatant part, for example,
In this paper we construct new exact BPS solitons in some noncommutative gauge theories by the "gauge" transformation of known BPS solitons. These solitons include the bound state of the noncommutative Abelian monopole [23] and the N fluxons [25] at threshold. This corresponds to a D-string which attaches to a D3-brane and N D-strings which pierce the D3-brane in superstring theories.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the exact BPS solutions in noncommutative gauge theories. In section 3, we present a BPS solution generating technique and construct a set of new BPS solutions in noncommutative gauge theories. Finally section 4 is devoted to conclusion.
Review of some BPS Solutions
In this section, we shall review some BPS solutions in noncommutative gauge theories such as vortice [34, 42] and an Abelian monopole [23] .
First we establish notations. The coordinates obey the following commutation rela-
Here we consider the case for rank(θ) = 2 and choose the convention of θ 12 for θ 12 = θ > 0.
The case for rank(θ) > 2 will be discussed later.
We introduce the complex coordinates as,
Because of the space-space noncommutativity (2.1), we can define annihilation and creation operators in a Fock space H (|n , n ≥ 0)
Note that the derivative of an arbitrary oparator φ with respect to the noncommutative coordinates x i can be written as
Using anti-Hermite operators 5) in the Fock space, we define the covariant derivatives as
6)
where φ belongs to fundamental representation and Φ belongs to adjoint representation of the noncommutative gauge group. We can rewrite covariant operators ∇ i as
These are also written by the complex coordinates as 10) where
The field strength is given by
and we also define the magnetic fields as
Using the complex coordinates, we rewrite these as
We also denote Tr as 2πθ d 2 x.
Now we consider the BPS vortex solution in 2+1-dimensional noncommutative Abelian
Higgs model. The action of this gauge theory is given by
where φ is a fundamental scalar field and we set the parameter β = 1 so as to guarantees BPS condition [34] . The BPS equations are
The BPS solution for this theory have not been found for generic θ, however, at large θ the solution was derived in [34] . Note that this action and the BPS equations are not invariant under the permutation of φ and φ † because of the noncommutativity. This fact explains why the BPS states derived in [34] can not have the negative winding number.
Similar phenomena also occurs in 2 + 1-dimensional noncommutative pure Yang-Mills model [27] .
In contrast to the Abelian Higgs model, exact BPS solutions for 3 + 1-dimensional noncommutative Abelian gauge theory have been obtained in [23] [25]. Here we take x 0 and x 3 as commutative coordinates. The action is given by
where Ψ is an adjoint Higgs field. The BPS equations are
The exact one-monopole solution was given as follows [23] A
where
Here we understand ξ 0 =
. The field strength of the solution is
We note that the action (2.18) can be regarded as the effective action on the world volume of a D-brane. Indeed, it was shown that taking the zero slope limit in [3] , the tree level world volume action of Dp-branes in background NS-NS B field becomes the 
BPS Solution Generating Technique and New BPS Solutions
Now we will construct exact new BPS solutions by transforming BPS solutions. The transformation generating operator is defined as
where P N is a projection operator and is defined as
The almost unitary generator S and the projection P 0 satisfy the equations
Up to the noncommutative gauge equivalence, this operator is represented in the occupation number basis as
We also define the following operator
which satisfies
We shall transform the gauge field A (or covariant derivative D = d + A) and the Higgs fields φ and Φ by using the transformation generating operator S, S † as
This transformation is similar to the noncommutative gauge transformation. From now on, we will call this transformation "gauge" transformation. Note that this transformation leaves the action invariant as was discussed in [49] . (see also [9] [11] [32] [47] .)
In the following, we will construct a set of new solutions of the BPS equations, instead of the solution of the equations of motion, by this "gauge" transformation from BPS solutions.
New Exact BPS Solution in 2+1-dimensional Noncommutative Abelian Higgs Model
Suppose that gauge field A and Higgs field φ is BPS solution in 2+1-dimensional noncommutative Abelian Higgs model, i.e. it satisfies BPS equations (2.16), (2.17).
Let us transform it by the "gauge" transformation (3.7). Under this transformation, the left and right hand side of one of the BPS equations (2.16) becomes l.h.s. of (2.16) :
l.h.s. of (2.17) : 
New Exact BPS Solution in (3 + 1)-dimensional Noncommutative Abelian Gauge Theory
Next, we consider (3 + 1)-dimensional noncommutative Abelian gauge theory with an adjoint Higgs field. Suppose that gauge fields A i and adjoint Higgs field Φ are BPS solutions, i.e. they satisfy BPS equation
(3.14)
Under the "gauge" transformation (3.7), the left and right hand side of the BPS equation 17) r.h.s. of (3.14) :
From the above relation, we should modify the "gauge" transformation for Φ, D 3 , so that the new solution should be BPS. The modified "gauge" transformation would be
As in the case of vortices, we can get another BPS solution adding arbitrary constant state to the new BPS solution. General solution is 
In [23] , an exact BPS solution (2.20) have been constructed in noncommutative Abelian gauge theory by Nahm construction. They also found the solution (3.25) that describes infinite D1 strings piercing a D3 brane, which they call the fluxons [25] . Here we construct a new solution by the "gauge" transformation from the solutions (2.20), (3.25).
The solution is following
This solution can be interpreted as the bound state at threshold of an Abelian monopole and N-fluxons [25] .
Exact BPS Instanton Solution in (3 + 1)-dimensional Noncommutative Gauge Theory
As in the previous case, we can also obtain the exact BPS solutions in (3 + 1)-dimensional euclidean noncommutative gauge theory with the action
The BPS equations are
Here we restrict ourselves to consider the gauge theory with the anti-selfdual noncommutative parameter θ µν . In this case, we can take θ 12 = θ > 0, θ 34 = −θ and other compornents vanish without loss of generality. We also define the operators
and
For the anti-selfdual θ, the selfdual noncommutative instantons were investigated intensively. In particular, their moduli space is resolved by noncommutativity, then the instatnton can not escape from the brane and we can construct the instanton even in the commutative U(1) DBI action [3] [6] . But, the anti-selfdual noncommutative instatanton has same moduli space as commutative one which has small insatanton singularities. The solution which can be obtained by the "gauge" transformation is an anti-selfdual BPS solution [47] . Thus we concentrait on the anti-selfdual BPS solution.
Suppose that A µ is a anti-selfdual BPS solution in 4-dimensional noncommutative gauge theory, i.e. they satisfy anti-selfdual BPS equation
We note that the constatnts termas in 33) are canceled in the anti-selfdual BPS equation (3.32) .
In this anti-selfdual case, the state of the Fock space H 1 ⊗ H 2 is labeled by two non-negative integer numbers e.g. |n 1 , n 2 . Hence we shall introduce a transformation generating operator T [47] as 
Since field strength is transformed as
we can construct a new BPS solution from the original BPS solution by the transformation (3.35). As in the previous case, we introduce a projection P j onto the single state which satisfies TrP i = 1 and P = N −1 m=0 P m . Then general solutions constructed by this way can be written as 38) where i = 1, 2 and λ i m are arbitrary complex constants. The solution (3.38) constructed from the vacuum state A = 0 was derived in [47] .
We can concstruct the BPS solution with the instatnton number M + N from the BPS solution with the instanton number M where N = Tr P .
Some Comments
If we treat non-Abelian gauge theories, we should add Chan-Paton index i to the state, i.e. the state is written as |n, i and the operators should be considered to be acted on this state. Then it is trivial to extend the solution generating teqnique to the non-Abelian gauge theory and we can use the U(2) monopole solution [27] and U(2) anti-selfdual instanton solution [14] . The BPS solution for the non-Abelian Higgs model can be also obtained from the vacuum. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we construct exact BPS solitons in various noncommutative gauge theories by the "gauge" transformation of known BPS solitons and have constructed a set of new BPS solutions in noncommutative gauge theories. These solutions had appropriate physical interpretations.
The application for another noncommutative BPS solitons remains to be investigated.
In CP n model on noncommutative plane [51] , it seems to be difficult to generate another BPS solution from a BPS solution except for from the vacuum. It is interesting to study how powerful our technique would be to apply to various noncommutative BPS solitons.
